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Hi. I am Mark Littman, a Licensed Professional 
Counselor in the state of New Jersey. 

Some of you may have already seen me for 
counseling or hypnosis in the past, while others 
might not know me. 

I am sending this newsletter with the hope it 
may help you understand more about many  
common life problems. It will be sent every 
other month and will also be posted on my  
website. I hope you find it useful. 

Please visit www.marklittman.com for more 
information about me and my approach to  
counseling. 

I would enjoy hearing from you with feedback 
about the newsletter or any other questions 
you’d like to ask.

ll of us have been hurt, in one way or another, 
by someone else. While it is easy to forgive 
a friend for the slight distress we feel over a 

phone call that was not returned, it is not so easy to 
forgive those who have harmed us in a major way. 
The greatest hurt seems to come from those who play 
the most significant roles in our lives. The enormity 
of the hurt may lead us to conclude that we can never 
forgive the other person. To forgive or not to forgive 
is one of our life choices. It is important for our own 
emotional well-being to understand that it is a choice, 
and a choice with consequences. 

Consider this question – if the harm we have expe-
rienced leads us to a life dominated by unresolved 
anger, a negative image of ourselves, and an inability 
to trust, are we not allowing the perpetrator to con-
tinue to have power over us? When we have sleep-
less nights cycling and recycling thoughts about 
old hurts, when we seethe with anger, when we ask 
questions repetitively that seem to have no answers, 
we continue to suffer the consequences of being hurt. 
Perhaps our goal should be to find a way to free our-
selves from the damage and to reclaim our lives for 
ourselves. 

There are many ways of being hurt. Some are minor 
and some are more severe. In some cases we are the 
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“The weak can never forgive. 
Forgiveness is the attribute 

of the strong.”
– Mahatma Gandhi
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unwitting victim of those who hurt us. At other 
times we collude in allowing ourselves to suffer by 
building expectations that make us vulnerable or 
placing our trust in the wrong places. Whatever the 
nature of the damage done to us, it is a potential 
source of learning. We can allow the hurt to keep us 
down as we continue to play the role of the victim – 
or, alternatively, we can learn to overcome it, adapt 
to it, try to make sure that it never happens again, 
and, if it does occur again, learn to deal with it more 
effectively. 

Here are some of the ways that people are hurt – 
Unmet expectations. We are disappointed when 
we build expectations that are dashed. We don’t 
always get what we want, and this is to be 
expected. When we build our hopes on achiev-
ing a major goal, however, like not getting the 
promotion we had hoped for or losing the love 
we had so longed for, the result can be cata-
strophic. The hurt can be enormous. 
Humiliation. When we are ridiculed by others 
– especially during childhood, as often happens 
when children are called derisive names – or 
when our pride is wounded, as might happen 
when a supervisor at work berates us in front 
of others, the assault on our dignity may impel 
us to hide, put up impenetrable walls, and vow 
never to be hurt again. 
Rejection. When we are rejected or abandoned, 
we experience loss – but perhaps more impor-
tant is the fact that we hear the message that 
we are not good enough. We have to deal with 
grieving the loss of an important emotional 
bond – and our self-image is assaulted as well. 
The fear of abandonment is a powerful force 
in the lives of many people. This fear can have 
a strong impact on the way they relate to the 
world and other people. 
Deception. Some people may manipulate or lie 
to us, using us to further their own goals. This 
occurs, for example, when we are asked to keep 
“family secrets” or to deny real problems. Not 
only do we learn to distrust others, but we might 
also come to distrust our own judgment for fall-
ing prey to the deceptions of other people. This 
harms our ability to trust, and our self-esteem as 
well. 

Abuse. We hear about abuse frequently in 
the media these days. Abuse comes in many 
forms – physical, emotional, sexual, or through 
neglect – and it can happen in childhood or in 
an adult relationship. Many people who suf-
fered from abuse during their childhoods go 
straight into an abusive adult relationship. The 
consequences are enormous for the victim. 
We feel low, unable to share with others, and 
suspect that others must somehow know about 
our horrible secrets. We are left with a sense of 
powerlessness and a legacy of guilt and shame. 

Choosing to Forgive
Forgiving the one who caused us harm may seem 
like the last thing we would want to do. After all, by 
not forgiving, we can hold onto the belief that we 
have some power over the perpetrator and that we 
can therefore prevent the harm from ever happening 
to us again. Or we may be so invested in playing 
the role of victim that to forgive would mean giving 
up a large part of how we define ourselves. We may 
feel that evil should never be forgiven. 

An important point to keep in mind, however, is 
that when we forgive, we are doing it for ourselves, 
not for the other person. Forgiving is one way of 
letting go of old baggage so that we can move on 
with our lives. Forgiveness does not change the past 
– but it does change what we can have in the future. 

There are no deadlines for choosing the option of 
forgiveness. Forgiving is a highly personal act, and 
it will not happen until we are ready to let go of the 
old hurt and move on in our lives with a sense of 
personal empowerment. Premature forgiveness is 
not really forgiveness at all. We must prepare for it, 
and this requires a deep look into our lives. Above 
all, it is a choice – and some people may choose not 
to forgive at all. This is a perfectly valid personal 
decision in certain situations.

The Nature of Forgiveness
Forgiveness is not a way of forgetting the past. 
Indeed, if we have been harmed, we should not 
forget it. We can learn from the past about how to 
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“To err is human,
to forgive divine.”

– Alexander Pope

Forgive: a verb meaning “to give 
up resentment against or desire to 
punish”

– Webster’s Dictionary
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avoid being harmed in the future. Nor is forgiveness 
a way of exonerating the perpetrator. We recognize 
that the harm did happen, that the other person is 
responsible for this and must come to terms with 
their own guilt. We are not trying to minimize the 
harm or claim that the behavior was acceptable. 
When we forgive, we are not sacrificing anything 
or giving up our sense of self-worth. Indeed, we 
are doing just the opposite – by taking a stand that 
says that we are strong and finally free of playing 
the role of victim. Forgiveness is a way of declaring 
our integrity. 

Forgiveness is a way of saying, “It’s time for heal-
ing. The pain of the past should now be put behind 
me.” Thus, forgiving is a way to express self-
assertion and positive self-esteem. To forgive is to 
declare that our identity is centered around far more 
than the intense feelings that come from the past. It 
means that we have better things to do in life than 
continuing to live under the influence of the one 
who has caused us pain. Forgiveness implies that 
we no longer need to hold grudges – we no longer 
need self-pity or hatred, and we declare our inde-
pendence from victimhood. Forgiveness signifies 
breaking the cycle of pain and abuse, giving up the 
belief that the other person should hurt as much as 
we do. It means abandoning the myth that if we 
hurt the other person, it will make us feel better. To 
forgive implies giving up the unrealistic hope that 
an apology will have the same meaning to the per-
petrator as it has for us. It tells us that we are mov-
ing our energy from the negative to the positive. 

A Forgiveness “To Do” List
     Understand fully that forgiveness does not mean 

that it is all right for the aggressive behavior to 
ever be repeated. Forgiveness is meant for past 
behavior that was unacceptable. 

     Give up the unrealistic hope that the perpetra-
tor will apologize, answer your questions or be 
able to explain why he or she hurt you. Even if 

apologies or answers were forthcom-
ing, they would not alleviate 
the pain. The perpetrator’s 
views, and depth of insight, 
will differ from your own. 

     Understand that the pain is all yours, not the 
other person’s. When we forgive, it is for the 
purpose of dealing with our own pain. 

     Make up a list of the specific things that were 
done to you which you have decided to forgive. 
This means acknowledging and grieving the 
losses that have resulted from being hurt, and 
this may generate potent feelings of anger, sad-
ness and fear. (These intense feelings may be an 
indicator that you may need to work some more 
on your losses before you are ready to forgive, 
and the help of a supportive person – a thera-
pist or a trusted friend –  may be needed as you 
progress through this experience.) 

     See if there were any positives about the rela-
tionship. In some cases there may not be any-
thing positive – but if they do exist, acknowl-
edging them could help you move toward a 
more compassionate view of the relationship. 

     Write a letter to the perpetrator (this is a letter 
that you will never send). Allow your feelings 
to flow onto paper. Write freely about your 
hurt and anger, but include any positive feel-
ings you may have about the relationship. If it 
feels right to you, acknowledge that the per-
petrator may have been only doing the best he 
or she knew how to do at the time, or perhaps 
had been strongly influenced by her or his own 
upbringing. (If you don’t want to write a letter, 
imagine having a dialogue with the perpetra-
tor. Or engage in a role-playing exercise with a 
therapist.) 

     Create a ritualized separation ceremony which 
ends the link between you and the perpetrator. 
For example, you might burn your letter and 
lists and then scatter the ashes. Or you might 
visualize a final goodbye where the perpetrator – 
and your feelings of hurt – will become smaller 
and smaller and eventually disappear. As part of 
this ceremony, give the perpetrator your blessing 
and forgiveness. You are now free to live your 
life unburdened by the pain of your past hurt. 
Celebrate that freedom. 

For Further Reading
Simon, Sidney B., and Suzanne Simon.  
Forgiveness. Warner Books:  
ISBN 0-446-39259-6. 1990, $12.99.

Forgiveness is a way of saying 
that it is time to heal – it is time 
to put the past behind us

“If we really want to love, we must 
learn how to forgive.”

– Mother Teresa



T H E  B A C K  P A G E
Sidney and Suzanne Simon, in their book, Forgiveness, identify several stages in the process of recovery from 
abuse. Recovering from hurt is a challenging but potentially rewarding life task. 

Recovery involves – 
1.)  recognizing that the harm has occurred. We may 

cling to our old “family secrets,” or we may feel 
that “that was then and this is now.” Denial of 
the harm prevents us from working on the issues 
and moving to a place of integrity, where our old 
hurts are resolved and we can freely make our 
own life choices. 

2.) moving away from self-blame and understand-
ing that we were the victims of someone else’s 
aggression. We may feel guilty for allowing our-
selves to participate in a situation in which we 
were harmed, but the guilt should not trap us in 
a cycle of endless self-blame. Accept that some-
one else harmed us and we did not have the life 
skills at the time to prevent it. We did the best we 
could. 

3.) understanding the role of the victim. Being hurt 
leaves emotional marks. We need to develop a 
good understanding of the ways past hurts contin-
ue to influence our lives – how our anger, ability 
to trust, and self-esteem have been molded as we 
play the role of victim. 

The Stages of Recovering from Harm

4.) separating ourselves emotionally from the harm. 
In our process of recovery, we declare our inde-
pendence from the hurt and from victimhood. We 
experience emotions appropriate to the severity of 
the harm that has been done to us. We feel indig-
nant toward the perpetrator. By placing our anger 
in the appropriate place, we take a stand that says, 
“I count and I should never have been hurt like 
this.” 

5.) reclaiming our sense of self. We begin the task of 
finding out who we are, free from the pain of the 
past. We find out what our strengths are, what we 
value, what we believe in. We define ourselves as 
survivors. 

6.) claiming our integrity. In the last stage of recov-
ery, we know that we are more than the pain that 
has been inflicted upon us. And we know that the 
one who caused us harm is more than the perpe-
trator of pain. We know that we have the capacity 
to be moral, compassionate, loving, caring and 
nurturing – both to ourselves and to others. It is in 
this last stage that true forgiveness is possible, not 
for the benefit of the perpetrator, but so that we 
can live free of our old emotional pain. 


